Inheritance as a programming language mechanism can be used to achieve several di erent goals, both in terms of expressing relationships between components and in terms of de ning new components \by di erence" from existing ones. For de ning new component implementations in terms of existing implementations, there are several approaches to using \code inheritance." Black box code inheritance allows subclasses to reuse superclass implementations as-is, without direct access to their internals. Alternatively, white box code inheritance allows subclasses to have direct access to superclass implementation details, which may be necessary for the e ciency of some subclass operations.
Introduction
Inheritance as a programming language mechanism can be used to achieve several di erent goals, both in terms of expressing relationships between components and in terms of de ning new components \by di erence" from existing ones LaL89]. Failing to di erentiate the various uses of inheritance, however, can complicate life for both component clients and component implementers di cult Edw93] .
To address the problems of clients, the \Liskov Substitutability Principle" (LSP) has been proposed as the appropriate meaning for subtyping, and thus for publicly visible inheritance relationships, in modern object-oriented (OO) languages LW94]. Informally, the LSP requires that for one class to be a \subtype" of another, it must respect all of the externally visible behavioral commitments of its superclass. This e ectively addresses the client-side di culties that inheritance can cause; it simpli es client reasoning by ensuring that one's intuitions about a component's behavior based on its supertype(s) are always correct with respect to the actual behavior of that component.
Unfortunately, the LSP does not solve the problems that inheritance can cause for component implementers. In contrast to using the inheritance mechanism to represent conceptual relationships between component speci cations (for the bene t of clients), inheritance can also be used as a short hand way of de ning component implementations by saying how they di er from existing component implementations available in the class library. The potential for leveraging inheritance for code reuse in this sense originally was advocated as one of the primary reuse bene ts of OO techniques Mey88, pp. 33{34, 270] . This is sometimes termed code inheritance, to distinguish it from speci cation inheritance, where subclasses are intended to inherit the behavioral speci cation of their superclass(es).
Using the (sole) inheritance mechanism in a particular language for code inheritance, however, is one common reason why the LSP is violated in practice. Furthermore, code inheritance that allows subclasses to directly access the representation they inherit from their parents|which we might consider \white box" code inheritance|raises serious concerns about safety, correctness, and loss of locality when reasoning about implementations. This paper addresses the need for code inheritance as a practical mechanism for component implementers, describes the drawbacks it entails and their theoretical roots, and proposes a safe variety of white box code inheritance that meets practical needs without raising the same concerns.
In Section 2, a simple example is introduced in C++ to illustrate the need for code inheritance techniques. Section 3 then explains the di erence between speci cation inheritance, \black box" code inheritance, and \white box" code inheritance. Section 4 continues the discussion by presenting the technical reason for the lack of safety in white box code inheritance, illustrated by the component introduced in Section 2. A restricted form of white box inheritance called representation inheritance is presented in Section 5 that directly addresses these technical concerns.
An Example: A Two-Way List Component
To ground the discussion of code inheritance, consider a class implementing the abstract notion of a \two-way list." Conceptually, the value of a list object is simply a sequence of items that we can visualize as being arranged in a row from left to right. Without loss of generality, consider the left end of the row to be the front or head of the list, and the right end to be the back. As we advance down the list, we can imagine that there is also a \fence" separating the items we have already seen from those that lie ahead|it partitions the row by sitting between two items. This particular list component is \two-way" because we wish to be able to move either left or right in the sequence of items.
One Given that the sequence of items contained within a Two Way List object will be held in a doubly-linked chain of TWL Node objects, only one question remains: What is the exact representation of a Two Way List object? One obvious choice is to represent a Two Way List by a pair of pointers: one to record the location of the end of the list, and another to record the location of the fence. Here, we arbitrarily choose for a two-way list object to have two data members, a pre front pointer that points to the sentinel node at the front end of the list, and a pre fence pointer that points to the TWL Node containing the item immediately preceding the fence. Many other combinations would work just as well. This choice is elaborated in Figures 2 and 3 . Figure 2 shows the Two Way List C++ class template declaration, including the declaration of the data members holding the pre front and pre fence pointers. Figure 3 then gives a pictorial representation of an actual Two Way List object where the items are integers. The sample list chosen has three items in the list (15, 27, and 11), with the fence currently between the rst and second elements (after 15 and before 27). Figure 3 also shows the corresponding abstract value of such a list in terms of the model de ned above. Now that the representation choices have been made, providing code for the class methods is a straightforward process that is skipped here. Now that we have an example class component de ned and implemented, we can turn our attention to a typical programming task: How can we extend this component with new operations that provide additional capabilities? For the purposes of this paper, we'll restrict ourselves to a simple extension: the addition of an operation called Swap Rights that exchanges the \tails" (or \right" halves) of the two lists involved. Figure 4 shows the Enhanced Two Way List class template that adds the new method. Figure 4 also shows a postcondition describing the behavior of the Swap Rights operation in terms of the type's abstract model, using`#' to denote the value of an object before the method invocation.
The Swap Rights operation is an interesting additional capability for two-way lists. Using the primary operations shown in Figure 1 , the only way to combine two lists, or separate one list into parts, is through a series of individual add and remove operations. The Swap Rights operation is a useful building block that greatly simpli es the implementation of higher-level operations like concatenation, splitting, splicing, and so on. Given the implementation for Two Way List based on sentinel nodes, what is the safest, and most e ective way of implementing the Swap Rights operation? The remainder of this paper answers this question. In most main-stream OO programming languages (OOPLs) such as C++, Ei el, and Smalltalk, a class is a single unit that combines both a syntactic interface declaration and a corresponding implementation. By convention, programmers may provide \empty" or null implementations for some or all of a class' methods so that it can be treated more like the de nition of an interface only|an abstract class|and many languages provide features to support this practice. However, the majority of OO languages provide a single inheritance mechanism through which a subclass inherits both the syntactic interface and the (partial or complete) implementation of its superclass(es). Because this single language mechanism can be used to di erent ends, here we point out several stylized or idiomatic ways in which inheritance is used. The rst is speci cation inheritance, where the programmer intends to convey meaningful information about the behavior of classes related by inheritance. Usually, the term speci cation inheritance is used when subclass B inherits from superclass A and obeys the same syntactic and behavioral interface (possibly with additional features). Thus, it is fair to say that \the speci cation of B inherits from the speci cation of A." Alternatively, one may wish to concentrate on creating the subclass such that \the implementation of B inherits from the implementation of A." This is code inheritance. This can be carried out in two ways: by black box or white box code inheritance.
First, the author of B may want to reuse the implementation of the superclass A asis without changing it. New features in B are simply additions that are written in terms of A's external interface. This is black box code inheritance, since the subclass need not see inside the representation of its superclass. Some languages provide special support for black box code inheritance; in C++, declaring A's representation as private ensures that subclasses cannot access it directly, enforcing black box techniques. This same sort of code reuse can also be achieved through aggregation (where a B object contains an A object as a data member) without involving inheritance.
In Section 2, the data members of Two Way List were declared private. In C++, this will force the Swap Rights operation in the Enhanced Two Way List subclass to be implemented using calls to Remove Right and Add Right. This scenario exempli es black box code inheritance.
Second, the author of B may want to reuse the implementation of superclass A while having direct access to it. The author would then have the option of implementing some or all of B's new features by directly manipulating the data members or internal operations inherited from the superclass. This is white box code inheritance, since the subclass can see inside and directly manipulate the representation it inherits from its superclass. In Ei el and Smalltalk, code inheritance is normally white box; in C++, white box inheritance can be achieved by declaring data members protected rather than private in superclasses.
In the Two Way List example, consider declaring the data members and TWL Node structure as protected rather than private. In this case, Swap Rights potentially could be implemented by directly manipulating the pointers of the two lists involved, rather than only in terms of the primary operations publicly visible in Two Way List.
Of course, since there usually is only one inheritance mechanism in a given OOPL, com-binations of the above goals can be achieved simultaneously. When Enhanced Two Way List inherits from Two Way List, the intent is to capture both a speci cation inheritance relationship for the client's bene t, and a code inheritance relationship for the implementer's bene t. For code inheritance, which approach should be chosen for Enhanced Two Way List?
4 The Root of the Problem Clearly, black box code reuse is safe, since subclasses have no more privileges than other clients when it comes to the internal representation of a superclass. One might even be tempted to claim that all code reuse should be achieved through black box methods. Unfortunately, the Two Way List example illustrates why implementers still turn to white box techniques for some problems. Under black box restrictions, the code for Swap Rights must move each item from the right half of the rst list over to the second list, one at a time. Then the items from the right half of the second list have to be moved over to the rst, one at a time. This will take time proportional to the number of items in the right halves of both lists.
Of course, the doubly-linked chain representation lends itself to a much more e cient (and less complex!) implementation of Swap Rights. It is only necessary to change two pointer values in each list in order to exchange their tails, resulting in a constant time implementation of the operation. Doing this requires access to the representation of the Two Way List superclass. So why not use white box code inheritance?
The problem is that white box code inheritance completely opens up the representation of the superclass to its descendants, e ectively breaking the ancestor's encapsulation barrier. That encapsulation barrier was serving a purpose, however, one that is completely undermined by white box code inheritance. In addition to protecting the client from the clutter of unnecessary detail, encapsulation also protects the implementer by ensuring that assumptions the superclass' code relies on cannot be violated by client actions. White box code inheritance provides an opportunity for subclasses to make use of the superclass representation directly, but it also provides the opportunity for subclasses to violate assumptions upon which superclass methods rely.
In formalist terms, the assumptions that a class implementation depends on consist of two parts: the representation invariant and the abstraction function (or, more properly, abstraction relation BHKW94, Lea89]). The representation invariant captures assumptions or programming conventions about the way information is recorded in the component's representation LG86, pp. 72{74]. For example, the implementation of Two Way List described in Section 2 relies on several conventions:
1. The TWL Nodes within a Two Way List are doubly-connected in a single chain. 2. The pre front and pre fence pointers refer to nodes within the same chain. 3. The unconnected pointers on the sentinel nodes are set to NULL. 4. The pre front pointer always refers to the sentinel node at the beginning of the chain. It captures the intentions the implementer had in mind about the \meaning" of the representation|how it encodes the conceptual state that clients reason about. Informally, the doubly-linked chain representation of two-way lists is related to the conceptual model described in Section 2 as follows:
1. The total sequence of items in the list, as well as their order (i.e.,`l.left * l.right'), is recorded by the contents and order of the TWL Nodes in the (single) chain of the representation. 2. The separation between the \left" and \right" parts of the conceptual value (implicitly separated by the \fence") is recorded by the pre fence pointer. Speci cally, the pre fence pointer points to the TWL Node containing the last item in the \left" portion of the list. The \right" portion of the list begins with the node in the chain immediately following the one pointed to by pre fence (i.e.,`pre fence->next'). Some languages also provide syntactic slots for expressing abstraction functions or relations BHKW94], LG86].
The above statements of the representation invariant and the abstraction function are informal, but they capture critical information that is necessary for the correct functioning of the Two Way List methods. There are many other possible con gurations of invariant and abstraction function that could have been chosen (together with slight di erences in the choices about the pointers and node structures used). While any of them may work well, the important point is that one choice was made in the implementation of the Two Way List class, and the implementer of that class used it consistently. The correct operation of the class methods she provided critically depends on this choice (and on consistently following it). Now the problem becomes clear: while white box inheritance gives subclass implementers direct access to superclass representations, it also allows them to manipulate that representation in ways that violate the representation invariant or are inconsistent with the abstraction function. This is the crux of the \lack of safety" with white box code inheritance. If a subclass implementer is unaware of the programming conventions encoded in the representation invariant and abstraction function, subclass methods could possibly leave a Two Way List object in a state violating these conventions. This would actually cause inherited methods to fail, even though those methods in isolation work perfectly.
Dewayne Perry and Gail Kaiser PK90] describe requirements for adequately testing OO programs. They indicate that when subclasses are added to an inheritance hierarchy, it is necessary to retest not only the newly added methods in these subclasses, but also all of the inherited methods. They also indicate that clients of the superclasses need to be retested while using the subclasses. To most object-oriented programmers, this is counterintuitive and seems to y in the face of conventional wisdom. If, however, one is working in a language where the inheritance mechanism normally allows white box code inheritance, then the technical reasons for Perry and Kaiser's recommendation start to make more sense. When a subclass can cause code outside of itself to fail, testing in the context of newly added subclasses becomes a much more involved process.
A Safe Approach
The safety risks of white box code inheritance might once again tempt one to denounce white box techniques altogether, sticking religiously to black box methods. Surely a healthy amount of code reuse can still be achieved this way. Unfortunately, this strict approach is unsatisfying to many. The implementer of Enhanced Two Way List can no longer use the \obvious" (and e cient) implementation of Swap Rights, and clients who need the extra functionality must pay the price for our principles. Alternatively, by attacking the root of the problem perhaps we can have the best of both worlds.
Unrestricted white box code inheritance is dangerous because it subverts the protection that encapsulation a ords the superclass|protection of its representation, ensuring that critical assumptions cannot be violated. If one could provide this same protection, while simultaneously giving subclasses direct access to the representation, the negative e ects of code inheritance could be avoided.
Representation inheritance is a restricted form of white box code inheritance that does just that. The author of a subclass such as Enhanced Two Way List is required to obey the representation invariant(s) and respect the abstraction function(s) of its superclass(es). In a language that has support for representation invariants and abstraction functions builtin, such as RESOLVE, this requirement can be enforced by the language. Otherwise, it must be enforced by convention and checked through code reviews and testing. Fortunately, well-de ned representation invariants and abstraction functions should make the testing of new subclasses much easier|by verifying that subclass methods do in fact respect these superclass assumptions, the need for retesting of inherited methods or other non-local code artifacts is greatly reduced.
In the two-way list example, we can change the declaration of the Two Way List data members from private to protected, and write down the representation invariant and abstraction function described above (perhaps in structured comments, since C++ does not support them). The author of the Enhanced Two Way List class can then have direct access to the representation of list objects when implementing Swap Rights, as long as the invariant and abstraction function are respected. Here, \respected" means the following: Assume that, before the method is called, the invariant holds on the two-way list object and the abstraction function gives the correct conceptual value for it. The method then must ensure that upon its completion, the resulting two-way list also satis es the invariant, and that the abstraction function gives the correct conceptual value for the new list|one that appropriately re ects the conceptual changes the method was intended to make. This is the essence of representation inheritance: the exibility of white box code inheritance is achieved, without giving up the safety a orded by encapsulation of superclass representation information.
Relation to Previous Work
As mentioned in the introduction, in spirit representation inheritance is related to much previous work on speci cation inheritance. The work of Liskov and Wing in de ning the subtype relation so that it preserves behavioral abstraction typi es this work LW93, LW94] . In a similar vein, Gary Leavens describes a foundation for the modular veri cation of OO software built around interpreting inheritance as a behavioral abstraction Lea89, LW95] . These approaches address the client-side reasoning issues posed by inheritance mechanisms, however, and do not directly address code inheritance.
The safety problems with white box code reuse have been described by S. Muralidharan and Bruce Weide MW90] . They note the e ciency concerns that make white box techniques desirable, but concentrate on clearly delineating the disadvantages that come with breaking encapsulation. Muralidharan and Weide propose no solutions to the problem.
Perhaps the most well-known work that attempts to address the problems discussed here is Bertrand Meyer's Ei el Mey88]. There are several critical di erences between Ei el and the ideas described in this paper, however, which highlight the contributions of representation inheritance. At rst glance, Ei el appears to have all of the machinery necessary to capture both speci cation inheritance and representation inheritance built into the language:
It supports preconditions and postconditions for describing method behaviors.
It supports invariant assertions to capture properties that methods most preserve when they complete. It ensures that subclasses inherit preconditions, postconditions, and invariants|de-scendants must live up to the obligations of their ancestors. Unfortunately, under practical usage these mechanisms are not enough to ensure the safety that representation inheritance provides.
Classes in Ei el represent component implementations, and there is no facility for capturing the corresponding component speci cations in the language Mey88, p. 59]. As a result, the mechanisms in the language only support capturing information relevant to the implementation, and other details such as abstraction functions are not addressed. In practice, however, programmers try to capture as much of the intended speci cation as is reasonable within the assertions the language does support, resulting in con icting goals. Ei el's invariant assertions typify this con ict; they must serve double-duty: 1. They should capture the abstract invariant LG86, p. 92], which de nes client-visible constraints on an object's conceptual value. 2. They should also capture the representation invariant, which de nes constraints on an object's internal state that is invisible to clients. Of course, assertions that deal with the hidden state of objects are not helpful for client understanding, so it is common to see Ei el invariants phrased in terms of publicly visible accessor functions Mey94] rather than private state variables, turning them into abstract invariants.
In addition, the computational nature of Ei el's assertion mechanism prevents some invariants from being expressed because they are not computable, and discourages programmers from writing down others that are expensive to check. For example, consider a component that implements an associative mapping using a hash table with sorted buckets. The fact that the buckets are maintained in sorted order, and that every key in the mapping is unique, are invariant properties of this implementation. Unfortunately, it is expensive to check these properties at run-time, perhaps prohibitively. As a result, facets of the component's representation invariant may be ignored by component designers when writing Ei el assertions.
Finally, the lack of separate speci cations in Ei el ensures that abstraction functions (or simulation relations LW95]) will not be captured. In the Two Way List example, the assumption that the pre fence points to the node before the rst item in the right half of the conceptual value of the list cannot be captured in an Ei el invariant clause. As a result, subclass methods could violate this assumption, perhaps by leaving a particular list so that the pre fence pointed to the node holding the rst item in the right half of the list. This error could potentially cause other methods to fail, or simply have the incorrect behavioral result from the client's point of view. Either way, however, Ei el assertions ignore the issue. While Ei el's inheritance rules attempt to achieve the same goal as representation inheritance in spirit, they fail for these reasons.
Conclusions
Conventional wisdom about how to best use inheritance in OO programming often centers around the reasoning problems of component clients, not implementers. Most solutions, like adherence to the Liskov Substitutability Principle (LSP), helpfully instruct component designers in the correct way to use speci cation inheritance. Unfortunately, these solutions do not address the code reuse problems with which class designers are simultaneously grappling.
Typically, a combination of speci cation and code inheritance, co-mingled via a single language mechanism, is used to de ne classes. While it is always best in principle to use black box code inheritance, there are practical situations where programmers really desire more freedom of access to information encapsulated within superclasses. When these situations arise, white box code inheritance is appropriate.
Unrestricted white box code inheritance is clearly unsafe, however. By breaking the encapsulation of superclasses, it allows subclass implementers to violate assumptions upon which superclass methods depend. This can mean that subclasses actually introduce errors that are only observed through execution of inherited methods, making it impossible to reason about class correctness locally, and seriously complicating the requirements for adequate testing of software.
If the assumptions classes depend on are described in terms of representation invariants and abstraction functions (or relations), then it is possible to address the shortcomings of white box reuse. Representation inheritance is a controlled form of white box code inheritance in which subclasses must respect the representation assumptions of their ancestors. By doing so, subclasses ensure that superclass code assumptions are protected, while simultaneously enjoying the bene ts of direct access to superclass state representations. This gives desirable freedom to subclass implementers, while preserving the safety and locality considerations for which all programmers strive.
